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Abstract-: Enterprise application for AMC (Annual Maintenance Contract) call log system is an online application service
keeping the track of AMC renewal information for various customers and the related engineers associated with that work.
Issues such as admin functionalities, engineer’s work call log facility with its history and user login are the main fields taken
into consideration for building this application. As it is difficult to maintain all the AMC barred and renewal information
manually as well as to contact each and every engineer independently so for this concern we design such an application which
helps you to assigned various engineers in the different sites and location from the same platform with user friendly
environment and at a single instance of time. This application achieves an easy access of information related to the active
customers and helps to solve their difficulties by assigning engineers online within limited scope of time by providing all the
efforts.
Keywords: Redundant, Attribute, Discovery, dependency, Integrity.
I.

INTRODUCTION

Every service based industry provides service to their customer to retain them by taking AMC where the company charges some amount
from their customer for specified product for a fixed period of time and fixed services.
AMC Management software is a part of service management software which apart from taking care of annual maintenance contract also
takes care of complaint management, complaint tracking, warranty management, spare parts management and tracking which is a very
important aspect of customer relationship management. It works as an agreement between the customer and the manufacturer as regards
to the maintenance of product, that customer has.
In today’s rapid & competitive environment, sales managers seek tools that help them manage their sales cycles and sales reps while
effectively helping them close deals.In today’s competitive era, quality is a prime factor. Quality output from any machine depends on
machine's repeat performance. To get repeat performance; machine maintenance is a key factor. Maintenance of machines with
Computerized Numerical Controls requires special skills. Every organization may not have specialized CNC maintenance team to take
care of all variety of CNC machines. CNC machine manufacturers are the best people to support in maintaining these machines as total
technology is available with them. In order to help our customers in getting the best throughput from the machine, we have introduced the
concept of Annual Maintenance Contracts for the CNC controllers.
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A manufacturer company provides the service through AMC by themselves or with the help of service providers. The contract is usually
for the period of 1 year and can be extended up to three years or five years as per the mutual understanding of both the parties. Usually
the service providers give only service support and would charge separately for every part under AMC. However, in some cases, few
parts are replaced during the visit by service engineer when it is mentioned in AMC contract that limited parts will be replaced.
Types of maintenance contracts: AMC and CMC.
1. AMC stands for Annual Maintenance Contract.
A manufacturer company provides the service through AMC by themselves or with the help of service providers.The contract is usually
for the period of 1 year and can be extended up to three years or five years as per the mutual understanding of both the parties.
Usually the service providers give only service support and would charge separately for every part under AMC. However, in some cases,
few parts are replaced during the visit by service engineer when it is mentioned in AMC contract that limited parts will be replaced.
2. CMC stands for Comprehensive Maintenance Contract.
It includes prompt service from the company or service providers.
The contract is usually for the period of 1 year and can be extended up to three years or five years as per the mutual understanding of both
the parties. It includes repairs and replacements of faulty parts. Having the contracts gives the benefits such as consumables (which are
not part of contract) being available at reduced costs. CMC is costlier than AMC because it includes the costs of spares as well.
1. Non – Comprehensive Annual Maintenance Contract:
•

It’s the most attractive economical solution.

•

Non-comprehensive AMC includes all repair services related to Hardware, Software and Networking

•

Only the cost of defective parts / items, critical repairing, licensed software etc

•

Would borne by the Client

2. Comprehensive Annual Maintenance Contract:
•
This includes the repairing, services
•

Replacement of all items related to Hardware

•

Which covered under AMC

•

Also you would get full support for Software and Networking

•

But the cost of licensed software etc. would borne by the client

•

The plan for Comprehensive-AMC can be quoted only after the evaluation of the items

3. Residential Engineer under Annual Maintenance Contract:
• This contract contains all the features of Comprehensive AMC with residential engineer. In this plan, our skilled dedicated engineer(s)
would available at your end during your working hours, for instant support.

II.

PROBLEM STATEMENT



Secure registration and profile management facilities for users.



Tracking engineer’s activities and progress.



Facilitating the assignment of AMC to the active engineer’s online.



Engineers can check online account calls and details of customers with ease and comfort.



Engineers comfort for performing their work with quick submitted status to the admin via online facility.
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Basic and advance admin facilities like AMC details, Engineer’s details, call log details, call history and user login details.
III.

OBJECTIVE

1. It will help the users to get benefit from intuitively ranked information and well organized

views in an efficient manner.

2. To provide the facility for adding, deleting and displaying engineer’s online. It should keep records of work associated with the
engineer.
3. To produce the reports of call history showing pending calls, today’s calls and solved calls.
4. To provide the facility to edit the existing records of the particular engineer and AMC’s.
5. To provide facility for saving of time and efforts of the receptionist.
6. Easy methodology of sending AMC profiles to the engineer’s.
7. Assignment of work to the engineers of different locations within limited scope of time duration.
Software Requirements
1. Operating System

:

Windows 7

2. User Interface

:

HTML

3. Client-side Scripting

:

Angular

4. Programming Language

:

Java

5. Web Applications

:

Spring Framework

6. Database

:

MySql server 5.6

7. Server Deployment

:

Tomcat 7

IV.

PROPOSOSED APPROACH

In general, enterprise application software is large-scale software that is aimed to support or solve the problems of an entire organization.
This large-scale software allows for several different user roles, and the roles define the actions a specific user can perform.
Easy Customer Management
Our system helps you to manage your customers in the most simplified way. Every step involves automation, so there are least chances of
things or any important information being left out. This gives your company a confidence about proper handing of customers.
Manage Product's AMC
Manage the AMC of the product provided by you which includes everything from the product issue date to warranty duration and all the
other necessary data. Keep a dynamic record of the maintenances procedure through our software which is further kept upto date
simultaneously in the most organized way. Avail the benefit of getting all the related information at a single click.
Manage your Service Call Reminders-:
Make all your employees work in a systematic way by giving them the benefit of managing their service calls most effciently. Our
software periodically sends notifications and reminders to the concerned employees about the services due through their login accounts.
Tracking and maintaining is thus simplified for your employees like never before.
Manage Maintenance Contracts
By the help of AMC Management Software, the service managers can track down those AMC’s which are near to expiration within next
30 days, since it would be highlighted on their home screen. This decreases the chance of missing the renewal of contracts by 100%.
Automated creation of AMC invoices makes things more easy.
Manage Complaint Schedules
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You can now manage all the customer complaints more efficiently by maintaining an electronic record at one place. Also, avail the
opportunity of maintaining call history and schedule all the received complaints in a much more effective way and update the status side
by side without any mistakes or confusion. This will further let you deliver quality service.
Customer Wise & Reminder Reports
Record all activities related to the product under AMC by maintaining reports, keeping in my mind the customers as well as your
employees. You can create customer wise and reminder process reports which include parameters and activities which can be customized
according to your company and the product under service. You can also view, print and store these reports in any of the formats desired
by the company.
Email and Message Campaigns
Our most exclusive AMC Management Software lets you hold and organise email and message campaigns all together in a least
complicated manner. Send auto-generated emails and messages to your customers in different cases like the coming expiration of the
agreement, etc. These email and message campaigns also helps your employees by always keeping them up to date.
Manage customer & product details
AMC management software gives this convenience to after sales support team to make a track of all required details in regards to the
Product & its principal on one single platform. It also maintains a customer database containing all the information in relavance to the
product for the company.

Fig-1: System Architecture

CONCUSION

Enterprise application for AMC (Annual Maintenance Contract) call log system is an online application service would benefit not only
the small scales system but also large companies. In existing system, it only supports small system as well as some finality not available.
In Proposed system, it useful to all kinds of system. This helps you to manage your customers in the most simplified way. It keep a
dynamic record of the maintenances procedure through our software which is further kept up to date simultaneously in the most
organized way. This System creates a new level for Enterprise has not been implemented yet.
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